POWER/COMMUNICATION POLE AS SPECIFIED.

POWER SECTION COMPLETE WITH 15A 125VAC DUPLEX RECEPTACLES AS SPECIFIED

COMMUNICATION SECTION.

WIREMOLD # VC5744-2 TWO GANG DEEP BOX TO BE CUT INTO COMMUNICATION SECTION OF POWER POLE - REFER TO TYPICAL WORK STATION VOICE - DATA OUTLET DETAIL. MOUNT 36" o/c A.F.F.

COVER PLATE: CO4: TYCO/AMP 5581512-1 BLANK INSERT COVER WHERE REQUIRED TO BE AMP # 555644-1

TYPICAL POWER POLE COMMUNICATION OUTLET N.T.S.
(METAL CONSTRUCTION ONLY)

NOTE:
ALL CABLE TERMINATIONS, COVERPLATES AND INSERTS TO BE SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR